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Students’ ability to engage in oral argumentation increases over the

course of General Chemistry I and II laboratories based on scores from

the Argumentation in the Classroom (ASAC) observation protocol.

ARGUMENTATION

Does proficiency with oral argumentation change over the course of
General Chemistry I and II laboratories at East Carolina University in the
United States?

Argument-Driven Inquiry (ADI) is a multi-stage instructional model for science laboratories that engages students in investigation design, data collection and analysis, argument generation, group argumentation and critique,
scientific writing, and double-blind peer review. Within this poster, we highlight the format of ADI and results of multiple research studies involving ADI components.
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An argumentation session involved splitting of the core group into 2 - 3

traveling members and one presenting member. The traveling members

typically visit 2 - 3 whiteboards resulting in formation of a transitory

group with the presenter (see above Figure). Each new group of students

engaged in the argumentation which was structured to be persuasive and

evaluative in nature, then the travelers moved to the next presenter.
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How do lab report score gains differ across the semester between low
and high performing students when peer review is implemented within a
General Chemistry lab at large two-year community college in the
southeastern United States.?

All students saw increases in their

ability to write lab reports

regardless of beginning skill level.

The achievement gap between

weak and strong writers, based on

the first lab report, was

eliminated by the end of the

semester (see Figure to the right).
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End of  Term 

Practice Focused 

Lab Practical

Empirical Practices are related to 

manipulating nature for understanding. 

Representational Practices are 

related to communicating nature’s 

behavior to peers.

(adapted from Ford, 2008, p. 408)  

Week 1

Pre-lab activity, guiding

question, outline method.

Week 2

Collect data, tentative argument, 

argumentation session.

Individual lab reports written

outside of  class

Week 3

Peer-review lab report

Week 4

Submit revised lab report.

Peer-review takes half  of  the lab time. So, Week 1 for each 
investigation is the second-half  of  Week 3 for the previous investigation.

Lab Report

1. What concept were you 

investigating and how does it

relate to the guiding question?

2. How did you go about your

work and why?

3. What is your argument?

How does performance differ on a lab practical designed to assess
science practices between students enrolled in an ADI General Chemistry
lab and standard General Chemistry lab at a large two-year community
college in the southeastern United States?
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Students performance on the lab practical was significantly higher for
students enrolled in an ADI lab (left Figure above).

The achievement gap between URM and non-URM students was closed
for those enrolled in an ADI lab (right Figure above).

Practice Focused Lab Practical Format

Part I of the assessment captures representational practices using argument

construction for a content specific investigation, i.e., determining empirical

formula in GC1 and determining order and a rate law in GC2.

Part II of the assessment captures empirical practices by having students plan and

execute a content specific investigation, i.e., a titration in GC1 and a Beer’s Law

plot in GC2.
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Expanding the Lab to Incorporate Science Practices


